
The Villas offers splendidly crafted escapes 
through delightful cottages in intimate ocean view 
settings, nestled in the laid-back atmosphere of 
Cayo Largo.

This idyllic Cuban island offers over 25 kilometres 
of sparkling beaches and fascinating activities. 
Each one of these seven exceptional villas 
feature specific characteristics and amenities for 
any type of traveler.  

From a bed & breakfast villa to All-Inclusive, 
Family Friendly, Adults-Only or LGBTQ+ friendly 
villas,  The Villas provides closeness and privacy 
combined with heavenly beaches to exceed all 
expectations.

Each of these seven villas are nestled throughout 
the Cayo Largo coastal area, with their own 
services, amenities, and even its own architectural 
design, there is a villa for every retreat.



CONCEPT: BED AND BREAKFAST

At just 1 kilometre away from the airport this Villa offers 20 wooden 
bungalows and 3 delightful cottages located in Cayo Largo. Villa 
Marina offers high comfort and exclusive design on Bed and Breakfast 
basis. It is an ideal place to enjoy one of the most beautiful sunsets in 
the Caribbean.

CONCEPT: ALL INCLUSIVE, FAMILY FRIENDLY

With 53 guano roof one story villas, Villa Linda Mar is known for its 
natural, private, and relaxing atmosphere with a personal and excellent 
All-Inclusive service. 



CONCEPT: ALL INCLUSIVE, ADULTS-ONLY 18+

Villa Caprice offers the perfect Adults-Only retreat. With 100 rooms in 
two-story wooden bungalows, guests staying at Villa Caprice can also 
access Villa Natura under the Pay 1, Play at 2 modality.  

CONCEPT: ALL INCLUSIVE, ADULTS-ONLY 18+
LGBTQ+ FRIENDLY

A unique concept, this 76-room LGBTQ+ friendly Adults-Only villa 
offers astounding beaches in an ambience of total freedom.  Guests 
staying at Villa Natura can also access Villa Caprice under the Pay 
1, Play at 2 modality.



CONCEPT: ALL INCLUSIVE

Villa Soledad is a small charming 24-room villa made up of 2 
blocks of 2 floors and 8 houses. Located between Villa Lindamar 
and Villa Caprice, allowing guests to enjoy the services provided 
by each of those.

CONCEPT: ALL INCLUSIVE

This family friendly All-Inclusive 59 room villa offers a wide array of 
services and amenities, including a kids club and separate pools 
for adults and kids. Nestled on fine white sandy beaches and 
transparent clear waters guests staying at Villa Coral can ensure 
they will have a delightful escape.

CONCEPT: ALL INCLUSIVE

30 minutes by plane from Havana and Varadero, Villa Serena and 
its 59 rooms are facing crystal clear water beaches and a wide array 
of services and amenities that make this the perfect All-Inclusive 
villa getaway to disconnect and recharge.


